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Extended Position for agreed proposal
Based on document „ENTSO-E_EG_HCF_ Agreed outcome“ 

General Notes:

➢ A concern exists: the still open definitions and measures deemed too detailed or specific will (in theory) be shifted to an
IGD; the contribution of stakeholders is VERY limited if these IGDs are in the sole ownership of ENTSO-E, which could
bring similar issues as seen with some IGDs in the past

➢ The EG welcomed the negotiations with ENTSO-E that resulted in the proposal of an additional coordinated article on
Equipment certificates

➢ However, based on the results as described in the overall accepted final report, some gaps still exist with respect to
further measures that may contribute to an accelerated availability and enhanced acceptance of Equipment certificates,
as well as to less efforts and needless barriers to the industry
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A) Different pathways to define certification requirements

- Reason: The EG’s final report identified different ways of defining these requirements to provide a more flexible, cost-
effective and generic certification procedure while still ensuring a high quality of conformity statements

- Article 44 (1) (a) as proposed by ENTSO-E is formally restricting the certification requirement to the national grid code
implementation only

- The objective is to provide the RSO with a pathway in case they MAY want to define it within their compliance scheme
- For a precise handling of the complex matter, we propose to introduce two more definitions in Article 2
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B) Option for selective certification

- Reason: The EG’s final report identified the option of selective certification to only part of the overall requirements as a
helpful measure to accelerate the availability of certificates

- For example, the provision of FRT or LSFM certificates together with respectively validated simulation models will provide
an important step within the operational notification procedure based on simulations, while the steady state behaviour
might be demonstrated via onsite compliance testing

- With the existing restriction (Article 44(1) is requesting “the conformity with the relevant technical requirements”), any not
demonstrated conformity due to a selection is formally a non-conformity according to ISO/IEC 17065

- The objective is to provide the RSO with a pathway in case they MAY want to define it within their compliance scheme
- IECRE has published the first and only international certification scheme on grid code compliance (IECRE OD 009). However,

that scheme is applicable to capability certification only. It CANNOT be applied to a national grid code implementation.
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C) General linkage of the compliance scheme to the operational notification procedure

- ENTSO-E introduced the new definition of a compliance scheme, providing an important and helpful term for the overall
compliance process on PGM level

- The coordinated version with ENTSO-E provided a minor amendment to Article 29 (2) which covers a linkage of the
compliance scheme to the operational notification procedure, which included the statement “in the case RSO provides for
the use of equipment certificates”

- In our opinion, this condition is not correct as a compliance scheme must always be provided by the RSO for the following
reasons:
o Article 29 (1) implies that the PGFO must demonstrate that it has complied with the requirements set out in Title II of

this Regulation. The PGFO needs to know the scheme to apply in order to demonstrate compliance;
o Articles 30(2) and 32(2) list several measures the RSO shall specify during the operational notification procedure to be

provided by the PGFO to demonstrate compliance. In our view, the compliance scheme is the appropriate document
on RSO level to define this.

- We propose to delete the condition from Article 44 (2) in the coordinated version
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D) Regulatory aspects on compliance schemes

- Neither RfG 1.0 nor RfG 2.0 provide a binding time schedule to implement compliance assessment measures on national
level

- For the industry, this regulatory loophole is an incalculable risk, as it means that the commissioning of PGMs is linked to
undefined preconditions and needs to be negotiated on a case-to-case-basis
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E) Additional definitions

- Some definition amendments were proposed but not taken in the coordinated version
- For completeness reasons we list them here
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